LIGHTNING
that these estimates are exceedingly rough, and, further, that this particular discharge, presumably, was exceptionally heavy since it produced an exceptional effect.
An interesting method of measuring the resultant electric exchange, between earth and cloud, incident to a lightning discharge, has boon used by C. TV R. Wilson.1 Values up to about 50 coulombs were found, but it is not stated whether the discharges were single or multiple, nor are their durations given.
From the above various observations and experiments, therefore, it appears that in some cases the strength of current in a lightning discharge probably amounts to many thousands of amperes, and that the total duration of the individual or partial discharges may bo several thousandths of a second.
Danger.—It is impossible to say much of value about danger from lightning. Generally, it is safer to be indoors than out during u i hundor-storm, and greatly so if the house has a well-grounded metallic roof or properly installed system of lightning rods. If outdoors, it IN far bottotto be in a valley than on the ridge of a hill, and it is always dangerous Io take shelter under an isolated tree—the taller the tree, other tilings boiiiK equal, the greater the danger. An exceptionally tall tree is duM^oi-ons, even in a forest. Some varieties of trees appear to be more frequently struck, in proportion to their numbers and exposure, than others, hut no tree is immune. In general, however, the trees most likely to bo struck are those that have either an extensive root system, like the locust, or deep tap roots, like the pine, for the very obvious reason thai I hey m*o the best grounded and, therefore, offer, on the whole, the least eleefrieal resistance.
If one has to be outdoors, and exposed to a violent thunderstorm, it is advisable, so far as danger from the lightning is concerned, to get, soaking wet, because wet clothes are much better conductors, and dry ones poorer, than the human body. In extreme cases it, mighl even he advisable to lie flat on the wet ground. In case of wevere shock, resuscitation should be attempted through persistent (hour or more, if necessary ) artificial respiration and prevention from chill.
As just implied, the contour of the land is an important factor in determining the relative danger from lightning because, obviously, the chance of a discharge between cloud and earth varies somewlm I inversely as the distance between them. Hence, thunderstorms are more dangerous in mountainous regions, at least in the higher portions, « han over a level country. For this same reason also (inverse relation he (ween distance from cloud to earth and frequency of discharge bet ween (hem » there exists on high peaks a level or belt of maximum danger, the level, approximately, of the base of the average cumulus cloud. The fops
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